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Super reform needed to drive lower fees  − FSC Statement on the Grattan Report 

The Financial Services Council welcomes the Grattan Report on superannuation released today. 

Superannuation fees are higher than they should be. Reforms to both governance and structure of 

the default superannuation system are needed to drive competition, create larger super funds and 

reduce duplicate super accounts. 

FSC CEO Sally Loane said: “We have always supported open market competition in the default 

superannuation sector. More competition will deliver lower fees and increase efficiency.” 

“Both Grattan and David Murray’s Financial System Inquiry have proposed opening the default super 

system to competition − we encourage the Parliament to support reform in this sector.” 

Superannuation fees are artificially inflated due to the heavy restraints on competition in the default 

sector.  

This is because the Fair Work Commission (FWC) selection process prevents some of the cheapest 

MySuper default funds from the market.  

The current process for default superannuation creates unnecessary duplication and cost because it 

requires MySuper products to go through three gates – firstly, to be approved by APRA, secondly to 

be accepted for default listing by the FWC Expert Panel, and thirdly to be chosen from the list by the 

FWC Full Bench.  

The FWC process is also anti-competitive because it favours incumbent award default funds. It does 

this by restricting the right to make submissions for selection in awards to those organisations which 

own industry funds – the unions and employer organisations. The vast majority of non-industry 

funds are locked out of the process. 

The FSC has always stated that the default superannuation process should be decoupled from the 

industrial relations system.  

“APRA already has robust processes in place for approving MySuper products which makes the FWC 

process redundant,” Ms Loane said. 

“Under the current system, retail funds cannot compete, despite being cheaper.”  

For example, the average retail passive MySuper fee is 0.88%, whereas the average industry fund fee 

is 0.94%.  
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Scale of superannuation funds is another important driver of cost and fees. Many sub-scale funds 

with high fees and poor performance are surviving because their boards cannot agree on merger 

terms.  

Independent directors will force superannuation funds to merge when it is the best interests of 

members. 

Ms Loane also said “Better governance for industry funds  − independent directors on boards – will 

drive efficiency through consolidation and mergers of the small underperforming funds.” 

 [ENDS] 
 
For further information contact: Robyn Tolhurst, FSC Director of Communication, on 0411 177 773 
or rtolhurst@fsc.org.au 
 
About the Financial Services Council  
The Financial Services Council represents Australia's retail and wholesale funds management 
businesses, superannuation funds, life insurers, financial advisory networks, licensed trustee 
companies and Public Trustees. The Council has over 120 members who are responsible for investing 
more than $2.5 trillion on behalf of 11 million Australians. The pool of funds under management is 
larger than Australia’s GDP and the capitalisation of the Australian Securities Exchange and is the 
third largest pool of managed funds in the world. The Financial Services Council promotes best 
practice for the financial services industry by setting mandatory Standards for its members and 
providing Guidance Notes to assist in operational efficiency. 


